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VIDEO PLAYBACK HAS long been a source 
of angst in sound for picture post. In a TV 
environment the choice is between using 

the transmission format tape or nonlinear, or an off-
line transfer, again either tape or nonlinear. These 
alternatives all have advantages and disadvantages 
trading off cost against convenience. In fi lm mixing, 
the same applies. Picture quality is often compromised 
and/or the advantages of nonlinear instant access 
are lost due to the use of a tape-based playback 
machine. Sync accuracy and ease of setting offsets 
are frequent issues.

The UK£1395 (+VAT) Rosendahl BonsaiDrve 
is described as a professional portable video and 
audio multitrack recorder. Mains or 12V DC powered 

versions are available. It records and plays back PAL 
or NTSC video sources along with up to ten 48kHz, 
24-bit audio channels on standard ATA-133 IDE 
drives and only consumes 40Gb per hour in full 
4:2:2 thanks to the use of a lossless 2:1 compression 
huffman codec. A synchroniser is integral with LTC/
MTC chase, Sony 9-pin (P2) protocol control, Word 
clock and gen lock.

Professional is an oft-misused word but in this case 
seems entirely appropriate. In fact the case is a good 
place to begin. Heavy gauge pressed steel is used 
for the body and hard disk carrier. The front panel 
is an alloy casting while the ten positive, internally 
illuminated, transport control buttons would not 
disgrace a high-end console. After screwing in a single 

retainer the front panel simply unclips to become a 
small and neat remote control.

However, it takes a great deal more than good 
mechanics and cosmetics to defi ne truly professional 
kit. To ‘play nice’ in a complex environment requires 
meticulous attention to detail. For example, colour 
phase adjustment can be essential. This unit does not 
disappoint providing phase adjustment in 1.8 degree 
steps via a menu. When composite video signals are 
destined to be mixed they must be locked to the full 
PAL 8 fi eld sequence. For this reason, BonsaiDrive 
offers the choice of 2 or 8 fi eld sync lock modes. If set 
to 8 Field the composite outputs will be phase correct 
to house sync without the use of an external timebase 
corrector. Rosendahl already has a considerable 
reputation for clock generation so it should be no 
surprise to discover that the BonsaiDrive’s internal 
clock is of extremely high quality. In fact, good 
enough to run your entire studio.

There is no cooling fan so the only extraneous 
noise is generated by the hard drive. If quiet operation 
is important for the application, careful choice of drive 
will pay dividends. The review unit was supplied with 
a 160Gb Samsung to prove the point. Drives up to 
800Gb are supported but it is worth bearing in mind 
that the larger sizes run much noisier and hotter.

In use the BonsaiDrive performs fl awlessly. 
Recording is straightforward enough but it is when 
playing back under 9-pin control that it really shines. 
Subjective picture quality is excellent from stop to 64 
times speed.

In the current ‘plain vanilla’ form I can see one or 
two snags. First, it would be a lot more convenient in 
many facility house applications if clips could be up 
and downloaded over a network connection or from 
external drives. Rosendahl is planning to implement 
a special FAT32 partition together with a BonsaiDrive 
QuickTime codec. After which it will be possible to 
add IEE1392, E-SATA, USBII or Gigabit Ethernet 
interfaces.

The other issue is that this is strictly a standard 
defi nition machine. With high-defi nition rapidly 
growing in importance in broadcast and fi lm this may 
make some potential purchasers pause. However, 
Rosendahl is planning an extra interface box with 
HD-SDI I-O and two SD-SDI I-Os. An array of two 
internally linked SD BonsaiDrives will be able to 
record and playback uncompressed HD-SDI.

These observations slightly miss the point — the 
BonsaiDrive you can buy today is inexpensive and 
small. It is just as practical to carry one from place to 
place as an external hard drive and interfacing it is a 
whole lot easier than the familiar niggly problems of 
SCSI, FireWire and incompatible versions of software.

BonsaiDrive is a stunning achievement at this 
price point. A truly professional piece of kit capable 
of much more than video ‘for’ audio playback 
duties. It will also fi nd applications in video assist, 
location playback and, thanks to its looping and 10 
track audio capabilities, point of sale displays and 
multimedia for theme parks and museums. I can also 
envisage its use as a broadcast playout device. With 
the projected enhancements it will become even more 
desirable. ■

Rosendahl BonsaiDrive
One of the main objectives of working to picture is to a have a reliable and high quality 

picture source to work to. Random access picture has been around for a while but it’s now 

become truly affordable, compact and standalone with the arrival of this video recorder/

player. ROB JAMES goes bonsai.

Removing the front panel reveals two D-Sub sockets, a 9-pin remote connection and a 15-pin GPIO interface. 
The panel itself has three 9-pin connections, a male and female mirror and a Sony P2 remote socket. Before 
anybody asks, you cannot use the BonsaiDrive panel as a remote control for other P2 machines. The RS422 serial 
control supports cable lengths up to 100m, ideal for remoting to machine rooms of even the largest dubbing 
theatres.

Around the back, two Toslink optical sockets provide 8-channel digital audio I-O in ADAT format. Four 
phonos cater for the 2-channel analogue audio I-O. Two more phonos connect timecode I-O and there are two 
Dins for MIDI I-O. Analogue video is taken care of by three BNCs each for in and out. The precise function of 
these is confi gured in the menu system. Composite and Y/C (S-Video) can be used together, with the option of 
Component or RGB instead. An option slot accepts either a bi-directional SDI board, supporting 270Mbit I-O 
with up to 8 embedded audio channels, or (soon) a variety of other connection boards.

Recordings are organised as unique clips. Up to 255 clips can exist simultaneously. In BonsaiDrive, timecode is 
not recorded on a separate track, but is regenerated (calculated) from a fi xed offset. The timecode value required 
at any position can be set at any time. For example, 10:00:00:00 on fi rst frame of video, then 10:10:00:00 on 
fi rst frame and so on when producing multiple audio versions of a single video clip. This is generally simpler 
than offsetting everything else in the system to suit a fi xed video offset.

Timecode, clip number and audio bargraphs can be burnt in to the outputs.

Professionalism; price; form factor.

No High Defi nition — yet; no editing; no 
networking — yet.
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